
Triangle Shirtwaist Company Fire (NEW YORK CITY, 1911)  Evidentiary Packet



EXHIBIT A:  Bodies found on the street after the fire.

EXHIBIT B:  Debris found after the fire.



EXHIBIT C:  Floor plan of the Triangle Shirtwaist Company building.

EXHIBIT D:  Washington Street exit gate



EXHIBIT E:  Fire escape ladder, shown after the fire.

EXHIBIT F:  Fire Department ladders and hoses.



EXHIBITS G-J: Eyewitness Accounts

EX G: Noticing the Fire

Dinah Lifschitz, at her eighth-floor post, telephoned the tenth floor headquarters of the Triangle 
Shirtwaist Factory: "I heard Mary Alter's voice on the other end. I told her there was a fire on the eighth 
floor, to tell Mr. Blanck." Lifschitz tried next to alert the workers on the ninth floor. She got no answer. 
"I can't get anyone! I can't get anyone!", she yelled. On the eighth floor, only Lifschitz and Samuel 
Bernstein remained in the gathering smoke and flames. Bernstein told Lifschitz to escape, while he 
attempted a daring dash through the blaze into the Greene Street staircase. He ran up to the ninth floor, 
but found the fire so intense he could not enter. He continued up to the tenth floor where he found 
panicked employees "running around like wildcats." Some employees had fled through the elevator, but 
now that it had stopped running the only escape route was to the roof on top of the Asch building. 
Assistant cashier Joseph Flecher looked down from the tenth floor roof to see "my girls, my pretty 
ones, going down through the air. They hit the sidewalk spread out and still."

EX H: Next Door

Fifteen feet above the roof, at a neighboring building, Professor Frank Sommer was teaching his class 
at the New York University Law School when he saw dozens of hysterical Shirtwaist workers 
stumbling around on the roof of their building below. Sommer and his students found ladders left by 
painters and placed them so as to allow the escaping employees to climb to the school roof. The last 
tenth-floor worker saved was an unconscious girl with smoldering hair who was dragged up the ladder. 
Of the approximately seventy workers on the tenth floor, all but one survived.

EX I: Elevators and Fire Escapes

Those that acted quickly made it through the Greene Street stairs, climbed down a rickety fire escape 
before it collapsed, or squeezed into the small Washington Place elevators before they stopped running. 
The last person on the last elevator to leave the ninth floor was Katie Weiner, who grabbed a cable that 
ran through the elevator and swung in, landing on the heads of other girls. A few other girls survived by 
jumping into the elevator shaft, and landing on the roof of the elevator compartment as it made its final 
descent. The weight of the girls caused the car to sink to the bottom of the shaft, leaving it immobile. 
For those left on the ninth floor, forced to choose between an advancing inferno and jumping to the 
sidewalks below, many would jump. Others, according to survivor Ethel Monick, became "frozen with 
fear" and "never moved."

EX J: Fire Marshal's Investigation

Within two days after the fire, city officials began announcing preliminary conclusions concerning the 
tragic fire Fire Marshal William Beers stated that the fire probably began when a lighted match was 
thrown into either waste near oil cans or into clippings under cutting table No. 2 on the Greene Street 
side of the eighth floor. Despite an announced policy of no smoking in the factory, Beers reported that 
fire investigators picked up many cigarette cases near the spot of the fires origin, and that many 
employees reported that smoking on the premises was commonplace. Fire Chief Edward Croker told 
the press that doors leading into the factory workplace appeared to be locked and that his men had to 
chop their way through doors to get at the fire.


